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• How has technology 

changed reading and 

literacy?

• What are the implications 
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• What are the implications 

for literacy development?

• What are the implications 

for teacher professional 

development?



Reading Literacy

“Reading the “Reading the 

word and 

the world.”
Paulo Freire



The “New” Technology

integrated

connected

flexible

convergence

interactive



The “New” Technology

typography

hypertext



The “New” Technology

hypermedia



The “New” Reading

Typography Hypertext/Hypermedia

Main ideas and supporting 

information organized 

hierarchically

Hypertext linked to other 

hypertexts--many branches and 

pathways in many different orders

Continuous unwinding context Context is primarily provided by the Continuous unwinding context 

provided by author

Context is primarily provided by the 

reader

Only one dimension: length Three-dimensional: Boundaries 

difficult to define

Print (typography) and pictures Multi-media: print, graphics, sound, 

animation, video, virtual worlds

Primarily “interaction” between 

one reader and author

Interactive, can be highly 

collaborative (reader can be 

author)



DIGITAL 

LITERACY
“the ability to understand 

information however 

presented”

“Skill at deciphering complex “Skill at deciphering complex 

images and sounds as well 

as the syntactical subtleties 

of words”

- Lanham (1995)



Digitally literate people are quick on their feet Digitally literate people are quick on their feet 

in moving from one kind of medium to another 

$ know what kinds of expression fit what kinds 

of knowledge and become skilled at presenting 

their information in the medium that their 

audience will find easiest to understand.
- Lanham (1995)



Knowledge assembly

Evaluating 

information

Navigating 

hypertext

DIGITAL 

LITERACY

information hypertext

Gilster, 1997, in Lankshear & Knobel, 2007)

Searching the internet



The more frequently one 

watches TV, movies, and 

DVDs/CDs, and goes to 

malls and uses the 

computer and the internet, 

the higher the possibility of the higher the possibility of 

wanting to read non-school 

books.

NBDB Survey on Filipino Readership 

(SWS, 2007)



There are strong positive 

links between 

the use of text language 

and the skills 

underlying success in 

2b or not 2b

Coventry University Study (Crystal, 2008)

underlying success in 

standard English in 

pre-teenage children. 



Teacher Preparation for Digital Literacy Instruction

Old wine in 

new bottles?new bottles?

Or new wine?



Web 1.0

Web 2.0



The “New” Technology:  A new 

ethos



Web 1.0
Ofoto

Brittanica Online

Personal Websites

Publishing

Content management 

Flickr

Wikipedia

Blogs

Social networking

Wikis

Web 2.0

Content management 

systems

Directories (taxonomy)

Netscape

Wikis

Tagging (folksonomy)

Google



Web 1.0 was invented to allow physicists to share 

research papers. Web 2.0 was created to allow 

people to share pictures of cute cats.

-- From a blogger



Web 

2.0



Web 

2.0





Multi-User Virtual Environments (MUVEs)

Second Life River City



Teacher Preparation for Digital Literacy Instruction

Teachers must be prepared to use

technology for their professional 

growth and learning. 

Teachers need to be able to teach in 
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Teachers need to be able to teach in 

ways that connect to students' lives 

and expand their students’

understandings, knowledge and use of 

technology.

(Dorr & Besse, 2003)



Teacher Preparation for Digital Literacy Instruction

What seems to be happening is 
that the day-to-day business of 
school is still dominated by 
conventional literacies, and conventional literacies, and 
engagement with the new 
literacies is largely confined to 
learners’ lives outside school.

- Lankshear (2006)



CHALLENGES TO EDUCATION

• What are the learning skills and tasks needed for   

learners to flourish in a digital era?

• What qualities, dispositions, characteristics, and 

values will young people need to develop to thrive 

and contribute to their world?



Blended environments Blended environments Blended environments Blended environments 

eLearning

Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0Web 2.0

Multi-User Learning 

Environments



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

The teacher defines and 

controls the learning 

environment

The teacher enables students 

to access various learning 

environments, physical and 

online, both in and out of 

school



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

Individual work at a single 

desk dominates
Collaborative work dominates



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

Hyperlinked, interactive, 

visual, and aural approaches 

dominate learning

Linear, textual, and verbal 

approaches dominate learning



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

The real world peers, 

teachers, and other adults are 

the prime focus of learning

The classroom and the teacher 

are the prime focus of learning



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

A ‘talk & chalk’ delivery 

model is often used

Teaching is interactive, with 

learners and teachers using a 

range of presentation tools



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

Homework task is individual, 

mainly written on exercise 

sheets

Learners use Skype, 

WebCam IM, etc. to discuss & 

collaborate over homework 

tasks



20th Century Pedagogy 21st Century Pedagogy

The teacher marks 

students’ work

Much work marked 

electronically; Teacher marking 

focused on moderating peer 

and self-assessment



Core technology

ICT use in the 

classroom as the 

content focus of 

teacher training

1 ICT as core 

technology for 

participation

3

Categories for ICT in teacher training
(Collis & Jung, 2003)

Complementary technology

Learning 

how to 

use ICTs

Learning 

via ICTs

teacher training

ICT use in the 

classroom as part 

of methods, 

curriculum & 

lesson planning2

ICT used to  

facilitate some 

aspect of 

participation

4



Preparing teachers for digital literacy 

instruction: TPCK

TPCK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006)



Quality teaching requires developing 

a nuanced understanding of the 

complex relationships between 

technology, content, and pedagogy, 

and using this understanding to 

develop appropriate, context specific 

strategies and representations.
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strategies and representations.

Mishra & Koehler (2006)

Learning Technology by Design

Authentic problem solving with technology



The technological tail 
must not be allowed to 
wag the pedagogical 

Pedagogy first; 
technology second.

wag the pedagogical 
dog.

Therefore, NO use rather 
than POOR use.



Teachers won’t be 
replaced by computers. 

Teachers who use 
computers will replace computers will replace 
those who don’t.



THANK YOU!

Have a good day! 

Have a First Life 

before Second Life.

nemah.hermosa@up.edu.ph

Nnhermosa@yahoo.com

before Second Life.


